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prospective rate of increase in national production
—should be given more weight
Late In 1962 the Government set up the A ational
Incones Commission (RIG) However the
powers of this body were limited It could not
participate in nor comment upon wage claims
while negotiations vere in progress unless the
parties involved consented and as the T U C
did not intend to oo operate with the Commission
such consent was unlikely It could be asked to
report on inflationary settlements which had been
reached (unless the settlement was reached by
arbitration) but it had no power to cancel or
modify >ji agreement NIC produced only 4
reports and was wound up after the change in
Government
(iu) The National Board for Prices and Incomes
In October 1061 the Labour Covernment s new
Department of Economic Affairs was made re
sponsible for achieving an incomes policy The
lessons of the past had been learned the Govern
ment recognised that a successful incomes policy
would require the support of both sides of in
dustry Its first objective was to achieve a
Joint Statement of Intent on Productivity
Prices and Incomes this was signed In Decem
ber 1964 In this document the T U C and the
employers organisations undertook to eo operate
with the Government in producing an effective
machinery for the implementing of an mcome=
policy
It was Government policy that growth in earn
nigs per employee should equal the planned growth
m national output per employee of 3-3* per cent
per annum Thus in those industries (e g
engineering) in which productivity growth, exceeds
this norm earnings should rise less rapidly
than productivity and in those Industries (e g
railways) in which productivity growth falls short
of the norm earnings could rise more rapidly
than productivity Moreover prices would be
expected to fall in industries such as engineering
and permitted to rise m industries such as rail
ways Growth m earnings per employee should
exceed the norm only in exceptional cases i e
as a reward for increasing productivity by
eliminating restrictive working practices if
necessary to transfer labour from one industry to
another if earnings are too low to maintain a
reasonable standard of living or if a group of
workers have fallen seriously out of line with
earnings for similar work.
To mate specific recommendations on the basis
o* this policy the Government set up a National
Hoard for Prices and Incomes It consists of an
independent Chairman a number of independent
experts a businessman and a trade unionist The
Prices Beview Division of the Board can mvesti
gate the price of any goods in the economy and
the Incomes Review Division has power to m
vestigate all claims and settlements relating to
wages salaries and other incomes In less than
5 yenxs of operation the Board had produced
over 150 reports on prices and earnings
There was no statutory authority to enforce the
recommendations of the Board reliance was
placed on. voluntary methods and the power of
persuasion and public opinion However in late
1965 the Government introduced a compulsory
Early Warning system whereby it is notified
m advance of any intended increase m incomes or
ia certain prices As a result the Government
and the Board have time to consider increases be
fore they are put into effect
(17) The Prices and Incomes Standstill
A voluntary incomes policy is very difficult to
implement since It depends on co operation
among Government workers and employers
moreover co operation among representatives at
the top may be undermined by wage drift at
the factory level Thus the annual average of
weekly wage rates rose by no less than 6 per
centage points between 1985 and 1966 In fact all
of this increase took place in the period before
July 1966 Clearly the voluntary incomes policy
was meeting with little success
Therefore aspartof the July measures taken to
deal with the balance of payments problem the
Government introduced a prices and incomes
standstill Increases in prices and incomes were
as far as possible avoided altogether until the
end of 1966 The only exceptions in the case of
incomes were pay increases resulting directly
from increases in output (e g piece work or over
time earnings) and from genuine promotion or
regular increments on a predetermined scale
Inc-eases already negotiated but not yet tmple
merited were deferred for 6 months The first
half of 1967 was a period of severe restraint
iny price increases were carefully examined and
the norm for income increases was zero Anv
increase in earnings had. to be justified by one of
the four conditions for exception referred to
above To enforce its freeze the Government
took the unprecedented step of asking Parliament
for reserve powers which were to he used only if
the need should arise Thete powers—including
penalties for offenders—were contained in the new
Pirt IV of the Prices and Incomes Act For the
most part there was a voluntary observation of
the standstill but from October 1S66 the Govern
ment found it necessary to exercise its power of
compulsion in a few cases e g laundry and dry
cleaning charges and a wage agreement in the
electrical engineering industry The power of
compulsion lapsed in August 1967
The period of compulsion was followed by a year
in which there was to be a nil norm excep*
where increases m incomes could be justified by
one of the four criteria listed above The Govern
ment could no longer legally enforce its policy
but it did retain the power to delay price and pay
increases through reference to the Board by up
to 7 months Whereas the Government sue
ceeded in almost stabilising wages and prices
during the year in which it took compulsory
powers in the second half of 1967 weekly wage
rates rose by 6 per cent The advantage gained
from the previous restraint was reduced but not
entirely lost
(v) Incomes Policy after Devaluation
Incomes policy was made both more difficult
and more important by the devaluation of the
pound more difficult in that devaluation involved
a cut hi the standard of living and more important
m that the trading benefit from devaluation
should not be neutralised by inflation
In April 1968 the Government published a
"White Paper outlining its policy for the penod
until the end of 1969 Wage increases must still
be justified by the four criteria and there is a
celling to increases in income of 3i per cent
per annum except for productivity agreements
and low paid workers in certain cases Price
increases are permitted only as a result of un
avoidable increases m cost per unit of output and
price reductions are required when costs fall
Dividend increases a e also subject to the ceiling
of 3* per cent per annum and home rent increases
restricted The Government intended to rely on
the voluntary co operation of unions and employ
ers over pay but it decided to lengthen its
delaying powers for pay and price increases up to
12 months and take powers to enforce price
reductions recommended by the Board
Between November 1967 and November 1968
the retail pnce index rose by 5 2 per cent maanly
due to the effect of devaluation on import prices
In the face of this nse in the cost of living the
incomes policy met with firm resistance In
practice the nominal ceiling of 3J per cent per
annum rapidly became the normal increase In
the first year after devaluation basic wage rates
rose by 6 0 per cent and average earnings by
7 5 per cent Workers were able to protect them
selves against the inflation and to increase slightly
their real incomes
During I960 the process of wage and price in
flation accelerated Between November 1968 and
November 1969 average earnings rose by 8 0 per
cent and retail prices by 5 4 per cent In Decem.
ber the Government published a White Paper on
its incomes policy for the period after 1969 It
laid down a norm for wage Increases of 2 5 to 4 5
per cent per annum increases should exceed the
upper limit only in exceptional circumstances
eg m productivity agreements in cases where an
inappropriate pay structure is rationalised e g by
means of job evaluation in the case of low paid
workers and in the achievement of equal pay for

